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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE, UDALGURI 
 

Sessions  Case No. 89/2017 
(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 835/2017) 

U/S 302 IPC 
 

PRESENT  :     Sri M. Kalita, 
  Sessions Judge, Udalguri. 

 
 

 
Charge framed on:-30.10.2017 
 

State of Assam 
-Vs - 

(1) Prabin Rajbangshi, 
         (2) Jayanta Rajbangshi 
         (3) Bhabesh Rajbangshi 

                                 ……....Accused persons. 
 

Date of Recording Evidence on -6.10.18, 30.11.18, 3.1.19, 12.3.19, 25.6.19, 

    5.11.19, 28.11.19, 19.12.2019. 

Date of Hearing Argument on –31.3.2021 

Date of Delivering the Judgment on –12.4.2021 

 

Appearance: 

For the State---------Mr. A. Basumatary, Ld. P.P. 

For the Accused ---------Mr. M.C. Narzary, Ld. Advocate. 

 

JUDGMENT 
 

1.  The factual matrix of the prosecution case is that deceased Boga 

Rajbangshi, son of late Uttam Rajbangshi under Khairabari PS, himself lodged 

the FIR as informant before Khairabari PS on 12.7.2017 against the accused  

stating, inter-alia, that on 10.7.2017 at about 9.30 p.m. while he was coming 

to his residence after working as daily wage labourer and when he reached  

the gateway of accused Prabin Rajbanghi then accused Prabin Rajbangshi and 

his two other sons, accused Jayanta Rajbangshi and Bhabesh Rajbangshi 

attacked him by means of dao and stick from back side for which he sustained 

serious injury and fell down on ground. At that time Hitesh Rajbangshi saw him 

and he brought him to residence of Boga Rajbangshi. Then on 11.7.2017 at 
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evening two boys of his village brought him to the police station and with the 

help of police he was brought to Khairabari PHC and thereafter he was referred 

to GMCH for better treatment. During medical treatment he succumbed to 

injuries. So, the informant prayed before the police for taking necessary action.  

 

2.  After receiving the FIR, the O/C of Khairabari PS registered the case 

being Khairabari P.S. case No.27/2017 U/S 325/326/34 IPC. Police investigated 

the case. During the course of investigation the victim died at GMCH on 

14.7.2017. Thereafter the post-mortem was done on the dead body at GMCH 

after conducting inquest. During the course of investigation all accused persons 

surrendered before the court and subsequently they were forwarded to jail. 

And after completing the investigation I.O. submitted the charge sheet against 

the accused persons U/S 302/34 IPC.  

  

3. After appearance of accused, the learned court below committed the 

case by furnishing the copies of all relevant documents to the accused persons. 

Thereafter, the case was taken up for trial by this court.  

 

4. Considering the materials available in the case diary and case record 

including the statement of witnesses and on hearing the submissions of 

learned counsels of both sides the charge was framed U/S 302 IPC. Then the 

contents of charge were read over and explained to all the accused to which all 

accused pleaded not guilty and claims to stand trial. During the trial, the 

prosecution has examined as many as 10 (ten) PWs including two medical 

officers and Investigating Officer in order to bring home the case. Then the 

accused have been examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C. Defence case is total denial. No 

DW has been examined by the defence.  

 

5. Point for determination of the case:- 

 

Whether the accused committed the murder of victim by intentionally 

causing his death? 
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 Discussion, Decision and reasons for decision:- 

 

6. Case record reveals that the prosecution has brought the allegation 

against the accused that they were the persons who had attacked the victim 

on their gateway on road by means of dao and stick for which the victim 

sustained fetal injury. He fell down on the place of occurrence. Thereafter, he 

was picked up by the co-villagers Hiteswar Rajbangshi and he was brought to 

the residence. With the help of two boys the victim was brought to the police 

station and police immediately referred the victim to the Khairabari PHC for 

medical treatment and considering the gravity of injury the victim was referred 

to GMCH for better treatment. But, subsequently the victim died in the 

hospital. The deceased could not be cited as PW by the I.O. due to his death 

during the course of investigation. On the other hand, the defence version is 

that the accused were no way connected with the alleged occurrence. They 

have been falsely implicated with the case even without the statement of any 

eye witness by the I.O. The FIR was lodged against them out of previous 

grudge. So, in view of the above position of the fact, I like to briefly discuss 

the evidence of the PWs to decide whether the evidence of PW is able to prove 

the charge leveled against the accused. 

 

7. At first, I find it necessary to discuss the evidence of medical officers 

and the witness  who had conducted the inquest to decide whether the injuries 

were caused before the death of victim and whether the injuries were sufficient 

in the ordinary course of nature to cause the death of victim. 

 

8. PW8, Dr. Rituraj Chaliha, Professor and Head of Forensic Medicine at 

GMCH, Guwahati, who conducted the autopsy has stated in his evidence that 

on 14.7.2017 while he was posted as Professor and Head of Forensic Medicine 

at GMCH, Guwahati he conducted the post-mortem on the dead body of 

deceased Baga Rajbongshi, aged 30 years, a male person in reference to 

Bhangagarh P.S. GDE No.275 dated 14.7.2017. The dead body was brought by 

HG Hanif Choudhury and one person Arjun Rajbangshi, who was deceased’s 

neighbour. On examination he found:- 
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EXTRANAL APPEARANCE:-   

A male dead body of about 30 years, wearing a half pant and a sporting. 

Eyes and mouth are closed. Rigor mortis present in both upper and lower 

limbs. Body is warm. 

A lacerated wound over the right lower occipital region 4 x 0.5 x 0.25 cm. 

No ligature mark seen. On dissection neck tissues are healthy. 

CRANIUM AND SPINAL CANAL:-   

Scalp: contused over right eye occipital region. Skull & vertebrae: Healthy 

Membrane: congested. Subdural hemmorhage present over both frontal 

regions. 

THORAX: 

Walls ribs and cartilages, Pleurae, Laryax and trachere: all are healthy. 

Lungs: both congested. Pericar (dium): Healthy. Heart: slightly enlarged. 

Vessels: healthy. 

 

ABDOMEN: 

Walls, Peritonoum, Mouth, pharynx, oesophagus: all are healthy. 

Stomach and its contents: Healthy. Contains digested food. 

Small intestine and its contents: Healthy. Contains digested food. 

Large intestine and its contents: Healthy. Contains focal matters. 

MUSCLES, BONES AND JOINT: 

Injury: As described. 

Disease or deformity, Fracture, Dislocation: Nil. 

 In the opinion, the PW8 cited the cause of death as the death was due 

to coma as a result of the injuries to the head. The injuries are ante mortem 

being caused by blunt force impact. Time since death: 2-6 hours. He has 

proved the Post-mortem report as Ext.4. 

 

9. In the cross-examination, he has stated that he has not mentioned the 

description of the weapon used for causing the injury. The injuries sustained 

by the deceased were sufficient to cause death in ordinary course of nature.  

 

10. PW6. Dr. Pankaj Ch. Baishya, the medical officer who was working at 

Khairabari CHC and initially in which hospital the victim was treated has stated 

in his evidence that on 11.07.2017 while he was posted as Medical officer at 
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Khairabari CHC he examined Boga Rajbangshi, aged 39 years. On examination 

he found head injury caused by physical assault. He provided the preliminary 

treatment and referred the injured to GMCH for better treatment. He injected 

one tetanus toxide injectable analgesic and injectable antibiotics. He submitted 

the medical report which has been exhibited by him as Ext. 2.  

 

11. In the cross-examination, PW6 has admitted that he examined the 

victim without any reference of police case.  

 

12. PW7, Dr. Mitrajit Sarma, another medical officer of Department of 

Surgery, GMCH has deposed that he issued the death certificate of Baga 

Rajbangshi with reference to Hospital No.275170/17 47308 Surgery Unit V.  He 

has proved the death certificate as Ext.3.  

 

13. PW9, SI Ganesh Basumatary who conducted the inquest on the dead 

body has deposed that on 17.07.2017 while he was posted as Officer-In-

Charge of Bhangagarh PS he conducted inquest on the dead body of Boga 

Rajbangshi in the morgue of GMCH in presence of R. Chaliah, professor and 

head of the dept. of forensic medicine, GMCH and other witnesses. He has 

proved the inquest report as Ext.1.  

 

14. In the cross-examination, PW9 has stated that he did not investigate 

the case except conducting inquest upon the dead body of Boga Rajbangshi.  

 

15. From the above discussion of evidence of PW6, PW7 and PW8, who are 

the medical officers and evidence of PW9, who was the person to conduct the 

inquest, it has been found that the report submitted by all of above PWs 

clearly mentioned that the victim sustained grievous injury on the backside of 

the head by blunt force impact. So, it is apparently clear from the evidence of 

PW 6, PW7 and PW8 that the victim sustained grievous injury before his death 

and such injury was sufficient in ordinary course of nature to cause the death 

of a person.  
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16. In the inquest report, the PW9 also cited that he saw the injury on the 

back side of head of dead body and the deceased died on 14.7.2017 at about 

1.10 0’clock. He referred the post-mortem on the dead body for ascertaining 

the exact cause of death. Accordingly, the post-mortem was done by PW8. In 

the post-mortem, the PW8 medical officer cited the description of injury as a 

lacerated wound over the right lower occipital region 4 x 0.5 x 0.25 cm. He 

further cited that injuries were ante=mortem being caused by blunt force 

impact and the injuries were sufficient to cause the death in ordinary course of 

nature.  

 

17. On appreciation of evidence of PW6, PW7 and PW8, I also find that 

there is no any major inconsistency in the evidence of PWs to discard the 

reliability of their evidence. In absence of contradictory evidence, the evidence 

of PW6, PW7, PW8  and PW9 is found very much reliable and credible one. 

There is no any major infirmities in their evidence.  

 

18. On the basis of such credible  medical evidence, I am of the considered 

opinion that the grievous injuries were caused at the time of occurrence with 

the help of blunt weapon for which the victim died while he was getting 

medical treatment at GMCH after four days from the date of occurrence.  

There is no material to hold other opinion in  regards to the case of death of 

deceased. 

 

19. Now, I like to discuss the evidence of other PWs to decide the point 

whether the evidence of such PWs has succeed to establish the facts that 

injuries were caused by none other than the accused persons or not.  

 

20. PW1, Prakash Rajbangshi has deposed that informant was his own 

brother. He expired on 14.7.2017 as a result of head injury. On the day of 

occurrence at around 9.30 pm one Hiteswar Rajbangshi of his village came to 

his residence and told him that accused persons namely Prabin Rajbangshi, 

Jayanta Rajbangshi and Bhabesh Rajbangshi had brutally assaulted his brother 

Boga Rajbangshi and left him in front of the house of Hiteswar Rajbangshi. On 

getting information he went to the place of occurrence and saw his brother 
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Boga Rajbangshi lying in injured condition in front of house of Hiteswar 

Rajbangshi. At that time the victim was in a position to talk and the victim 

narrated that accused had assaulted him. Then he brought the victim  with the 

help of his son to his house and narrated the fact to the mother of the victim. 

First aid was provided to victim by his family members. As he did not improve 

so he was taken to Khairabari hospital. Then from Khairabari hospital he was 

referred to GMCH. In connection with the occurrence Boga Rajbangshi himself 

lodged the FIR on his own on 12.7.2017. Due to financial condition of victim he 

was referred to GMCH. At the time of conducting the inquest he was present  

and he signed on the inquest report as witness. He has proved the inquest 

report as Ext.1 and his signature as Ext.1(1).  

 

21. In the cross-examination, PW1 has admitted  that Hiteswar Rajbangshi 

narrated about the incident to him first. Between his house and the house of 

Hiteswar Rajbangshi there were two other houses which beloned to Dandi 

Rajbanshi and Ranjit Rajbangshi. When he proceeded to the place of 

occurrence after receiving the information he met the family members of 

Hiteswar Rajbangshi and family members of other person. But he did not met 

Dandi Rajbanshi and Ranjit Rajbangshi there. As disclosed by his brother, the 

victim, the victim was assaulted by accused persons namely, Prabin and 

Jayanta. But at that time he did not asked the victim about the weapon which 

was used for assaulting him. On that day, it was a rainy day. Four years ago 

from the date of occurrence accused Jayanta Rajbangshi abducted  the wife of 

deceased and since then she has been staying with Jayanta Rajbangshi as his 

wife illegally. In this regard a village Panchayat was held where the village 

people asked  deceased Boga to accept his wife but he refused to accept his 

wife as because she had eloped with Jayanta Rajbangshi. Out of wedlock of 

Boga and his wife a male child was born and after elopement of the wife of the 

victim his son was staying in Children Home at Hojai. PW1 has further stated 

that he saw the fracture injury in the head of deceased Boga. He also 

sustained injury on his leg. So, he could not walk freely. Boga Rajbangshi also 

sustained lacerated injury on his back. But he did not notice whether the shirt 

used by victim was torn or not. There were many houses near the place of 

occurrence. He did not witness the occurrence. The house of accused is 
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situated at a distance of 100 meters from the house of Hiteswar Rajbangshi. 

PW1 has also denied the suggestion put to him by the defence that  the FIR 

was lodged out of grudge against the accused as the accused Jayanta 

Rajbangshi had taken away the wife of deceased and as the victim was coming  

in drunken condition so he fell down for which he sustained injury on his head.  

 

22. PW2, Hiteswar Rajbangshi has stated in his evidence that 

informant/victim Boga Rajbangshi was known to him. Informant died on 14-7-

17 as a result of assault on 10-7-17 at around 9:30 PM. On 10-7-17 at about 9-

9.30PM he came out from his residence to his gateway to close the door of 

adjacent garage. At that time he saw the accused persons namely, Prabin 

Rajbangshi, Jayanta Rajbangshi and another one as they were assaulting Boga 

Rajbongshi in front of his gate. In the meantime Boga fell down on the ground. 

Blood was oozing out of the injury. When he asked the accused for reasons of 

causing such assault then the accused replied ―let him die‖. Then he also asked 

the accused persons to take the  responsibility as they had caused the serious 

injury. But the accused rather objected his protest. Finding no alternative, he 

went to the residence of victim for giving information. When he met the 

brother of victim he narrated the fact before the brother of victim. Then 

brother of victim came alongwith him to the place of occurrence and saw his 

brother lying on the ground with serious injury. In the meantime nearby people 

also gathered there. So, the victim was brought to his residence. On the next 

day the victim was taken to Khairabari PHC and thereafter he was taken to 

GMCH for better treatment but he succumbed to his injuries. When the victim 

was found lying in injured condition at the place of occurrence he was in a 

position to speak. 

 

23. In the cross-examination, PW2 has disclosed that at the time of 

occurrence it was not raining. Victim was assaulted by Prabin Rajbongshi and 

Jayanta Rajbongshi and another one person. But he could not identify the 

other accused who fled away immediately after assaulting the victim.  He 

witnessed when Jayanta and Prabin caught hold the victim and assaulted him. 

Initially accused assaulted the victim in front of their gateway. Thereafter 

victim was brought to the gateway of his residence and accused also assaulted  
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again in front of his gateway. Victim was his related uncle. The wife of the 

accused Jayanta Rajbongshi was the former wife of deceased Boga. Even after 

abduction of wife of victim village Panchayat was held and penalty was 

imposed on Jayanta Rajbongshi. He himself went to the house of Prakash 

Rajbangshi, the brother of deceased to call him to the place of occurrence. As 

the village people immediately gathered at the place of occurrence so accused 

persons could not find out to flee away. He saw fractured injury on the 

backside of the head of the victim. PW2 has also denied the suggestion put to 

him by the defence that the  FIR was lodged out of grudge against accused 

Jayanta Rajbangshi.  

 

24. PW3, Anjan Rajbangshi has deposed that he knew the victim as well as 

the accused persons. Accused persons were residing in front of his house. The 

occurrence took place on 10-7-17. At that time at about 9:30 pm while he was 

at his residence his co-villager Hitesh Rajbongshi came to his house and 

informed him that accused Prabin Rajbangshi and Jayanta Rajbangshi were 

assaulting Boga Rajbangshi in front of the gate of his house and when he tried 

to prevent them from assaulting the victim the accused persons even 

threatened him with dire consequences. At that time Hitesh Rajbangshi further  

told him that he had already informed the matter to Prakash Rajbangshi, the 

brother of victim. So, he also immediately came to the house of Prakash 

Rajbangshi where he saw the victim, who was suffering from injuries on the 

back of his head. At that time blood was oozing out from the injury. Then he 

immediately went to a nearby Pharmacy and brought some medicines to treat 

the injured person.  On the next day the victim was taken to Khairabari PHC 

for his treatment. When his condition did not improve he was shifted to GMCH 

for better treatment. PW3 has further disclosed that on the next day he at first 

brought the victim to police station where the victim lodged the FIR and 

narrated about the incident before the police. Then from police station he was 

taken to Khairabari PHC. Thereafter, victim was referred to GMCH where he 

succumbed to injuries on 14-10-17. When the victim was referred to GMCH he 

was with the victim. When the inquest was conducted he was present. He 

signed in the inquest report as witness. He has proved the inquest report as 

Ext.1.  
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25. In the cross-examination, PW3 has stated that he did not witness the 

incident. He only went to the house of the victim after the incident and saw 

head injury where blood was coming out 

 

26. PW4 Golapi Rajbangshi has stated that she knew the informant/victim 

who subsequently died  after the occurrence and she also knew the accused 

persons. In the month of July 2017 the occurrence took place.  On that day 

while she alongwith her family members were sleeping at around 9.30 PM one 

Hitesh Rajbangshi of her village came to her residence and called them. Then 

they awoke up from sleep and came out. Hitesh Rajbangshi narrated about the 

incident and told how her brother-in-law Boga Rajbangshi had been assaulted 

by accused Prabin and Jayanta and asked them to come to the place of 

occurrence. Then she alongwith her husband Prakash Rajbangshi came to the 

place of occurrence and found Boga Rajbangshi lying on the ground with pool 

of blood. After noticing the injuries she was about to fainted and as such she 

returned home. But, after two days the victim died at hospital as a result of the 

injuries sustained by him at the time of occurrence.  

 

27. In the cross-examination, PW4 has admitted that she did not witness 

the incident. Accused Jayanta Rajbangshi had married the wife of the deceased 

Boga Rajbangshi after abducting her. Deceased Boga Rajbangshi had not 

married to any other women after abduction of his wife by Jayanta Rajbangshi 

and since that incident  the relation between the accused person and the Boga 

was not cordial. She did not visit the house of victim immediately after the 

incident.  She has also denied the suggestion put to her by defence that victim 

died as he fell on the ground while he was coming in  drunken state.  

 

28.  PW5, Paresh Rajbangshi another brother of victim Boga Rajbangshi 

has stated in his evidence  that accused are known to him. The occurrence 

took place on 10-07-17 at about 09:30 PM. At that time he was taking rest at 

his residence. On the next day of the incident in the morning his younger 

brother Prakash Rajbangshi narrated about the incident how accused persons 

had  caused grievous injury on the person of his brother by means of stick. His 
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brother also stated him that  one  Hitesh @ Hiteswasr Rajbangshi informed him 

that the accused persons were assaulting Boga Rajbangshi in front of his house 

and when his brother went to the place of occurrence then he found Boga 

Rajbangshi was lying injured in front of the gate of the house of Hitesh 

Rajbangshi. On the next morning when he visited the house of Boga 

Rajbangshi he saw injuries on the head of Boga from which blood was oozing 

out. On being asked Boga Rajbangshi told him that at the time of occurrence 

while he was returning home the accused persons assaulted him in front of the 

gate of the house of Hitesh Rajbangshi by causing grievous injuries on his 

head. He immediately went to Pharmacy to bring some medicines for giving 

him first aid treatment. In connection with the occurence Boga Rajbangshi 

himself lodged the FIR and police after noticing his injuries on the head 

referred the victim to Khairabari hospital and later on the victim was referred 

to GMCH Guwahati for better treatment due to his serious condition. On 14-07-

17 Boga Rajbangshi succumbed to his injuries. 

 

29. In cross-examination, PW5 has stated that he did not witness the 

incident and he has also denied the fact that he narrated before police as-  

 ―that on 10-07-17 at around 9.30-10.00 PM my next to neighbor Hitesh 

Rajbangshi informed me that my younger brother Boga Rajbangshi had been 

assaulted by Prabin Rajbangshi and his two sons Bhabesh and Jayanta 

Rajbangsi causing serious injuries on his persons and threw the injured Boga 

Rajbangshi near the tempo garage of Hitesh Rajbangshi and at that time when 

Hitesh Rajbangshi came to see his tempo at that time he saw the accused 

persons were dragging the injured Boga Rajbangshi near his tempo and left 

him there.‖ 

 PW5 has further disclosed that Jayanta Rajbangshi had abducted the 

wife of victim. Even then the victim did not make attempt to bring her back. 

 

30. PW10 is the police ASI of Tangla PS. He has deposed that while he was 

working as ASI of Police at Tangla PS, he was working together with the I.O. 

Jagat Narzary, who was at that time working as SI of police at Khairabari PS in 

the year 2017. But SI Jagat Narzary expired after submission of charge-sheet 

of the case. So, he acquainted with the handwriting and signature of Jagat 
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Narzary. As per the case record, the victim Boga Rajbangshi himself lodged the 

FIR on 12.7.2017 before the Officer-In-Charge of Khairabari PS. On the basis 

of the FIR the then O/C of Khairabari PS  registered a case vide Khairabari PS 

case No.27/2017 U/S 325/326/34 IPC and took up the investigation of the case 

by himself. During the investigation of the case the injured Boga Rajbangshi 

succumbed to his injuries and, as such, Section 302 IPC was added with the 

permission of the court to investigate into it. During the course of investigation 

the I.O. Jagat Narzary recorded the statement of witnesses, prepared sketch 

map of the place of occurrence and also sent the dead body for post-mortem 

and collected post-mortem report. On close of the investigation, the I.O. Jagat 

Narzary laid the charge-sheet against the accused Prabin Rajbangshi, Jayanta 

Rajbangshi and Bhabesh Rajbangshi U/S 302/34 IPC. He has proved  the FIR 

as Ext.5 and the signature of SI Jagat Narzar as  Ext.5(1).  He has also proved 

the sketch map as Ext.6 and the charge-sheet as Ext.7.  

 

31. In the cross-examination, PW10 has stated that before I.O.  witness 

Pareh Rajbangshi stated as on 10.7.2017 at around 9.30-10 PM his next door 

neighbour Hitesh Rajbangshi informed him that his younger brother Boga 

Rajbangshi had been assaulted by Prabin Rajbangshi and by his two sons 

Bhabesh and Jayanta Rajbangshi causing serious injuries on his person and 

threw the injured Boga Rajbangshi near the tempo garage of Hitesh 

Rajbangshi and at that time when Hitesh Rajbangshi came to see his tempo at 

that time he saw the accused persons were dragging the injured Boga 

Rajbangshi towards his tempo garage.    

 

32. On appreciation of evidence of PW1, 2,3,4,5 and 10 it is found that 

PW1, Prakash Rajbangshi, PW4, Golapi Rajbangshi and PW5, Paresh 

Rajbangshi are the family members  of the victim Boga Rajbangshi. PW1 and 

PW4 immediately went to the place of occurrence after the occurrence and 

they found the victim lying in the gateway of garage of Hiteswar Rajbangshi. 

Hiteswar Rajbangshi is the co-villager. As per  his evidence he witnessed  the 

occurrence. Even he intervened at the time of occurrence  but accused did not 

give  any importance to his protest. Hitesh Rajbangshi is the person who 

immediately informed the matter to the family members of the victim and the 
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other persons. PW2, Hitesh Rajbangshi has given the description  of the 

occurrence vividly how the accused assaulted  to the victim and caused 

grievous injury on the back side of the head. PW10 is only police officer who 

deposed evidence by exhibiting the documents forwarded by investigating 

officer SI Jagat Narzary. He has further revealed that Jagat Narzary died and 

before his expiry Jagat Narzary laid  the charge sheet of the case after due 

investigation. During course of investigation Jagat Narzary recorded the 

statement of witnesses. He shifted the dead body for post-mortem and for 

conducting inquest. As he was working together with Jagat Narzary  so he was 

acquainted  with the handwriting and signature of Jagat Narzary and 

accordingly he has deposed by exhibiting the documents with signature 

submitted by Jagat Narzary. 

 

33. So, after appreciating the evidence in proper perspective, I am of the 

opinion that as there is no any major contradiction or infirmities in the cross-

examination of PW10, so I do not find justified ground to disbelieve his 

evidence and also the documents  including the charge-sheet, FIR, sketch map 

submitted by I.O. Jagat Narzary. So, in view of evidence of PW10, I also do not 

find to disbelieve the prosecution case in absence of evidence of I.O. as no 

incriminating facts or infirmity could be taken out by the defence to show any 

fault of the investigation.  

 

34. During the course of argument the learned P.P. has vehemently 

submitted that the prosecution case has been proved beyond all reasonable 

doubt because the PW2 is the eye witness and he has vividly narrated  the fact 

in his evidence how the vital injuries were caused on the person of victim. In 

view of evidence of eye witness and in view of the other corroborative 

evidence of witnesses, who immediately present at the place I am of the 

opinion that there is no any material discrepancy to disbelieve the prosecution 

case. Though the I.O. could not be examined as witness due to his death but 

other police officer working under him has deposed evidence by exhibiting the 

documents with his signature which was submitted by the I.O. On the other 

hand, there is no any material contradiction in the evidence of PWs.  
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35. By contradict the above submissions, the learned defence counsel has 

argued that what has been stated by the PWs is not sufficient to establish the 

prosecution case because the witnesses have clearly stated the instance of 

previous rivalry between the accused  and victim. So, it cannot be ruled out 

that the FIR was lodged out of grudge. The learned defence counsel has also 

cited the following decision of Hon’ble Supreme Court and Ho’n’ble different 

High Courts. 

(i) State of Hariyana Vs Prabhu and Ors, AIR 1979 SC 1019; 

(ii) Ram Narain Singh vs The State of Punjab, 1975 AIR 1727; 

(iii) Amar Singh and Ors Vs State of Punjab, AIR 1987 SC 826; 

(iv) Palvinder Kaur Vs The State of Punjab, 1952 AIR 354; 

(v) Lakhwinder Singh Alias Gola Vs State of Punjab, 1998 CriLJ 468; 

(vi) Het Ram And Ors Vs State, 1974 CriLJ 871; 

(vii) 2007 CRI.L.J. 1329, Kailash and Ors etc. Vs State of M.P. 

 

36. I have perused the decision of Hon’ble Supreme Court and Hon’ble High 

Court as submitted by learned defence counsel. But taking the reference of 

instant case, the following observation made by Hon’ble Punjab-Haryana High 

Court  in the case of Lakhwinder Singh Alias Gola Vs State of Punjab is 

very much relevant  for deciding the instant case. In the paragraph 30 the 

Hon’ble Punjab-Haryana High Court observed as-    

 We may repeat the well established principle of criminal 

jurisprudence that the onus of proving the facts essential to the 

establishment of the charge against an accused lies upon the 

prosecution and the evidence must be such as to exclude every 

reasonable doubt about the guilt of the accused. The accused cannot 

be convicted of an offence on the basis of conjectures or surmises. If 

a reasonable doubt arises in the mind of the Court, after taking into 

consideration, the entire material before it regarding the complicity 

of the accused, the benefit of such doubt should be given to the 

accused, although the reasonable doubt must be a real and 

substantial one and a well founded actual doubt arising out of the 

evidence existing after consideration of all the evidence. It was 

clarified by the Apex Court in Hari Krishan Singh v. State of Bihar AIR 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1526383/
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1988 SC 863 : 1988 Cri LJ 925, that the burden of proving the guilt of 

the accused is undoubtedly on the prosecution, and the accused is 

not bound to say anything in his defence. It is not always for the 

accused to explain as to why he has been falsely implicated in a 

murder case by the police. The prosecution is to stand upon its own 

legs. In the present case if the testimony of Ajmer Singh (PW 5) and 

ASI Jasdev Singh (PW 6) is discarded, as discussed above, there is 

nothing on the record to connect the appellant with the commission 

of the offence in question. Mere conjectures and surmises or picking 

up some sentences from here or there would not be enough to hold 

the appellant guilty. 

 

37. But in the instant case, it is found crystal clear that the prosecution has 

discharged his burden of proving the case beyond all reasonable doubt. Due to 

absence of any inconsistency in the evidence of PWs the whole evidence both 

documentary and oral evidence is found trustworthy and reliable. The medical 

evidence has clearly established that the victim died as a result of fetal injury 

sustained at the time of occurrence. Considering the facts and circumstances 

of the instant case, the other decisions of Hon’ble Supreme Court and High 

Courts are not found relevant as the fact of the case is different.  

 

38. After going through the statement of accused recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C. 

it is found that the accused have failed to give the plausible explanation  to 

show that they were not involved with the occurrence because, merely they 

have stated that they are innocent.  

 

39. The learned defence counsel has raised another point during his 

submission that there was a rivalry between accused and victim on question of 

abduction of wife by the accused Jayanta Rajbangshi. The victim actually 

sustained injury due to falling on road as he was in drunken state. Then the 

FIR was lodged out of grudge. 

 

40. But, after taking the note of entire evidence on record, I am of the 

considered opinion that such plea raised by the defence is found not 
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acceptable because there is no any evidence on record to show that the victim 

was in drunken state and he sustained injury due to falling on road. It is very 

much clear from the medical evidence that the victim sustained sever injury on 

the back of the head caused by blunt force impact. On the other hand, the 

medical evidence has been adequately corroborated by the occular evidence.  

 

41. On meticulous examination of documents found available in the record 

and on appreciation of evidence of PWs, it is found that the prosecution 

evidence is found to be well consistent and convincing pointing to the guilt of 

all accused that they caused the death of the victim by taking part equally for 

committing the crime. The defence has not brought on record any evidence to 

show any material discrepancy and inherent improbability in the testimony of 

prosecution witness to disbelieve the ocular as well as medical evidence. There 

is apparently no evidence to show that there is previous rivalry between the 

accused and the victim to establish a preponderance of probability of false 

implication of the accused. Hence, I am of the considered opinion that the 

prosecution has successfully proved the case beyond all reasonable doubt 

against the accused.  

 

42. Now, the question before the court is to examined the material on 

record whether the instant case falls under the category of culpable homicide 

amounting to murder or it falls under the category of culpable homicide 

amounting to murder.  

 

43. In this context, I find it necessary to cite an observation made by the 

Hon’ble Gauhati High Court in the case of Md. Isub Ali Vs State of Tripura 

reported in 2007 (3) GLT 962. The Hon’ble High Court has observed in 

paragraph No. 24, 25,26,27,28 and 29 as follows:-  

“24. To appreciate the argument of learned Counsel for the parties, it 

will be proper for the Court, firstly to consider the difference between 

'intention' and 'knowledge'. 'Knowledge' means acquaintance with 

fact or truth or mental impression or belief; and 'Intention' means to 

do a certain thing, purpose, design; contemplating in result. 
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25. The expression 'causing death' in Section 299, means putting an 

end to a human life, and all the three intentions mentioned in the 

section must be directed either deliberately to putting an end to a 

human life or to some act which, to the knowledge of the accused, is 

likely to eventuate in the putting an end to a human life. The 

knowledge must have reference to the particular circumstances in 

which an accused is placed. The intention of the accused must be 

judged not in the light of actual circumstances, but in light of what he 

supposed to be the circumstances. A man is not guilty of culpable 

homicide if his intention was directed to what he supposed to be a 

lifeless body. See AIR 1920 Madras 862 : 1919 (20) Cri LJ 404. 

26. In the case of Rajinder 2006 Cri LJ 2926 (supra) the Apex Court 

discussed about culpable homicide and murder as well as distinction 

between the aforesaid two offences. In para 16 of the said report the 

Apex Court held thus: 

16. The academic distinction between 'murder' and 'culpable 

homicide not amounting to murder' has always vexed the Courts. The 

confusion is caused, if Courts losing sight of the true scope and 

meaning of the terms used by the legislature in these sections, allow 

themselves to be drawn into minute abstractions. The safest way of 

approach to the interpretation and application of these provisions 

seems to be to keep in focus the keywords used in the various 

clauses of Sections 299 and 300. The following comparative table will 

be helpful in appreciating the points of distinction between the two 

offences: 

     Section 299                             Section 300 

 
 A person commits                        Subject to certain 

 culpable homicide if                   exceptions culpable 

 the act by which the                    homicide is murder 
 death is caused is                     if the act by which 

 done-                                    the death is caused 
                                         is done- 

 
                     

 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
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 Intention 

 
(a) With the inten-                      (1) with the inten- 

tion of causing                          tion of causing 
death; or                               death; or 

(b) with the inten-                      (2) With the inten- 

tion of causing such                    tion of causing such 
bodily injury as is                    bodily injury as the 

likely to cause                          offender knows to 
death; or                               be likely to cause 

 
(c) with the knowl-                     the death of the 

edge of that the act                    person to whom the 

is likely to cause                       harm is caused; or 
death.                                   (3) with the inten- 

                                          tion of causing 
                                          bodily injury to any 

                                          person and the 

                                          bodily injury in- 
                                          tended to be in- 

                                          flicted is sufficient 
                                          in the ordinary 

                                          course of nature to 
                                          cause death; or 

 

                    Knowledge 
 

(c) with the knowl-                      (4) with the knowl- 
edge that the act is                     edge that the act is 

likely to cause death.                  so imminently dan- 

                                          gerous that it must 
                                          in all probability 

                                          cause death or such 
                                         bodily injury as is 

                                          likely to cause 

                                          death, and without 
                                          any excuse for in- 

                                          curring the risk of 
                                          causing death of 

                                         such injury as is 
                                          mentioned above. 

  

27. In Mohinder Singh 1985 Cri LJ 1903 (supra) the Apex Court after 

considering the fact involved in that case, altered the conviction of 

the appellant of the said case from Section 304, Part II. IPC toSection 

325, IPC as the facts so given in that case was of a general type and 

it was difficult to correlate the blow given by the appellant with the 

internal injury which, according to the medical evidence led to death. 

For the aforesaid facts their Lordships altered the conviction and 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1569253/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1569253/
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modified the sentence from 10 years to 4 years, which has already 

been suffered. 

28. According to this Court in the instant case also it is very difficult 

to gather from the evidence whether prior intention of the accused 

appellant was there or not regarding the result of his acts of 

brickbating to the deceased Negjan Bibi. 

29. From the submission of learned Counsel for the parties as well as 

from the evidence on record and the laws laid down by various Courts 

including the Apex Court, this Court is of opinion that on the available 

facts, it can be held that the appellant was not aware about the cause 

of his act and there might not be any intention to kill the deceased 

but it was very much within his knowledge that throwing brickbat on 

the vital part of a person like head is likely to cause death of a person 

including the deceased which he did in the instant case. Therefore, 

according to this Court he committed an offence under Section 304, 

Part II, IPC. Hence, so far conviction is concerned, no interference by 

this Court is called for. Accordingly, conviction under Section 304, 

Part II read with Section 34, IPC is hereby confirmed.”  

44. Appreciating the evidence on record the light of above observation 

made by Hon’ble High Court, my considered view is that the offence committed 

by the accused falls under the provision of Section 304 Part I of IPC for the 

reasons that in the present case, there is no evidence of any previous enmity 

between accused and the deceased. Both are the resident of village. There is 

also no evidence of any pre meditation on the part of the accused to cause the 

death of the deceased. Contrary there is positive evidence on record to show 

that the accused gave the blow by stick on the back side of head of victim. 

Regard must also be made to the fact that the single injury was caused to the 

deceased as evident from the medical evidence. Taking into account of all 

aforesaid facts and circumstances, my considered view that the present case 

would be covered by the 4th exception to the Section 300 IPC and therefore the 

act committed by the accused though culpable would not amount to murder. 

The proper provision of the Indian Panel Code under which the case should be 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1569253/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/167447/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1569253/
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held liable in my considered view would be Section 304 and not by Section 302 

IPC. Having regard to the weapon used and the part of the body of the 

deceased on which injuries were caused, I am of the view that it would be 

reasonable to attribute to the accused the requisite intention of causing such 

bodily injuries which the accused knew was likely to cause death. That use of 

the stick on the  vital part  of  whom  body  is likely  to cause  death  can be 

reasonably attribute to any person engaged in such act. 

45. In view of the above discussion I am of the view that the conviction of 

accused should be altered to u/s ’304 Part—I though the charge was framed 

u/s 302 IPC. In view of the principle laid down in the Section 222 Cr. P.C. there 

is no difficulty to convict the accused u/s 304 Part-I though the charge was 

framed against the accused u/s 302 IPC. 

46. So the accused found guilty for committing the offence u/s 304 Part-I. 

Hence the accused are liable for conviction under said section of law. 

47. On the basis of forgoing discussion, it is found that the accused are 

found guilty for committing offence u/s 304 Part—I IPC. Hence, the accused 

persons are liable for conviction under said sections of law. The material on 

record also does not justify to allow the benefit of Probation of Offenders Act 

or the benefit of u/s 360 Cr. P.C. to the accused persons as the accused 

committed heinous. crime. Rather they are deserved to be convicted with 

sufficient sentence. 

48.   Heard from accused on point of sentence, after giving sufficient time to 

accused to prepare the reply. But accused have only pleaded that they are 

quite innocence as they did not give any blow by the said stick. But on the 

basis of forgoing discussion, the plea raised by the accused persona is not 

acceptable. Accordingly the accused are convicted with sentence of R/I and 

fine. 

ORDER 

49. As the prosecution has proved the case with material of beyond 

reasonable doubt against the accused for committing the offence u/s 304 IPC 
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Part—I, so accused are convicted with sentence to suffer R.I. for 10 (ten) 

years and to pay the fine of Rs. 2000/- each in default R/I for another 6 (six) 

months for offence committed u/s 304 IPC Part—I. 

50. The period of detention, if any, undergone by accused persons during 

the investigation, enquiry or trial shall be set off against the term of 

imprisonment as provided u/s 428 Cr.P.C. 

 

51. Let a copy of the judgment be furnished immediately to accused free of 

cost as provided in section 363 Cr.P.C. 

 

52. The record reveals that the victim left one minor child. For welfare of 

the child the child must be compensated under the provision of Victim 

Compensation Act. Hence the copy of judgment is forwarded to DLSA, Udalguri 

for awarding justified compensation for the benefit of the child of 

victim/deceased Boga Rajbangshi under Victim Compensation Act. 

 

53. Let a copy of the judgment be forwarded to the learned District 

Magistrate, Udalguri as provided in section 365 Cr.P.C. 

 

54. Let the case record be consigned to record room after completing the 

formalities.  

 

55. Given under my hand and seal of this court on 12th  day of April,2021.         

 

Dictated & Corrected my me 

 
                 (M. Kalita) 
     (M.Kalita)                                                     Sessions Judge, 
Sessions Judge,                                                     Udalguri. 
     Udalguri.      
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APPENDIX: 
A)Prosecution witnesses: 
 
i) PW1   Prakash Rajbangshi 
ii)PW2   Hiteswar Rajbangshi 
iii)PW3  Anjan Rajbangshi 
iv)PW4  Golapi Rajbangshi 
v)PW5   Paresh Rajbangshi 
vi) PW6 Dr. Pankaj ch. Baishya 
vii) PW7 Dr. Mitrajit Sarma 
viii) PW8 Dr. Rituraj chaliha 
ix) PW9 Ganesh Basumatary 
x) PW10 Mukul Ch. Sarma 
 
B)Defence witness: Nil. 
   
C)Exhibits: 
 
i) Ext.1  Inquest report 
ii) Ext.2  Medical prescription 
iii) Ext.3 Medical certificate of death 
iv) Ext.4 Post-mortem report 
v) Ext.5 FIR 
vi) Ext.6 Sketch map 
vii) Ext.7 Charge-sheet. 
 
     Dictated and corrected by me. 
 
 
      Sessions Judge, 
          Udalguri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


